The TIVA Career and Technical Education Foundation, Inc. is an independent, nonprofit corporation as stipulated in the Articles of Incorporation filed in January 2015 and is based upon the philosophy that public education can be endowed through a broad-based system of community support, thus providing another avenue for enhancing and augmenting educational opportunities for students and teachers in Career and Technical Education.

VISION
To be the premier 501(c)(3) non-profit organization supporting education through the TIVA Career and Technical Education Foundation.

MISSION
To provide supplemental financial funding for Career and Technical educational programs and initiatives to further enrich student learning of evolving industry standards.

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
The purpose of the TIVA Career and Technical Education Foundation is to solicit, manage, and distribute supplemental funds for the educational purposes in Career and Technical Education program areas in public schools. Donations are received from individuals, corporations and other foundations to fund educational programs and projects that are in alignment with the TIVA goals and to create an Endowment Fund. Programs will be funded from donations as well as a percent of the Endowment Fund.

GOALS OF THE FOUNDATION
To provide financial resources for programs and initiatives that align with the goals of TIVA.

To promote a trained industry-ready workforce.

To promote community awareness in Career and Technical Education and the Foundation.

To ensure the perpetuity of the Foundation with an Endowment Fund.

The Foundation is governed by a seven (7) member Board of Directors which comprises a cross-section of Career and Technical Education community. It is the desire of the Foundation to promote quality education to enhance lifelong learning for students, teachers and administrators through community resources and funding.